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The Coral Spa was inspired by the beauty of its transparent lushes’ waters
surrounding the costal line of the beach. From wavey ceilings to Décor, this
spa has been designed to feature all aspects of the Coral’s nature from deep
from within the ocean.
The Coral spa consists of a large Reception with a dedicated section for
Retail, where you can purchase our Cinq Monde Spa Products. A separated
zone featuring Male and Female Changing Rooms, 4 Single and 1 Double
Treatment Room, a FloatSpa Room, a Wet Relaxation Area incorporating
an exquisite Water Element and a refreshment console, Heat Facilities such
as Sauna, Sanarium, Ice Lounge, SteamBath and Shower Walk Experiences,
a Dry Relaxation Area and a dedicated zone for Manicure & Pedicure and
Hair Salon.
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All spa treatments of 55 min or more* include complimentary use
of the Heat Experiences, for 1 hour prior to your treatment time. If
you would like to enjoy the spa facilities at your leisure, a day pass
is available for purchase.
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*excluding Nail Spa treatments

Coral Spa Day Pass
Day pass per person up to 3hrs
All day pass per person

€ 25
€ 35

Relax with full use of the Heat Experiences and Spa Lounge. Includes
selected complimentary refreshments, robe, towel and slippers,
and use of the changing facilities with complimentary shampoo,
body wash and a private locker.
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Fascinated by traditional medicines and cosmetics,
Nathalie and Jean-Louis Poiroux journeyed around
the world in search of the best Beauty Rituals of
the World. Their discoveries provided the founding
principles for the creation of Cinq Mondes, which has
established itself as the French pioneer and specialist
of Treatments, Massages and Professional Spa Cosmetic
Products. Through its treatments and products, Cinq
Mondes offers deep regeneration of body and mind to
recreate a state of perfect balance even inside our skin
cells for Naturally Happy Skin.
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Welcome to a world of exclusive cellular
skincare expertise!
VALMONT showcases Swiss preserved environment and
ingredients, sublimated by cutting-edge science, to the
benefit of all skins.
Championing a gradual evolution of cosmetics to
focus more on healthy skin, Sophie Vann Guillon is
committed to offering a natural look with natural
products. Gone are the days of artificial, textbook
beauty... under thick layers of makeup. Today’s look
is genuine: the skin sheds its mask, breathes free,
owns its imperfections... and draws its radiance from
unconventional treatments.
Magnificent day-to-day beauty routines, completed
by exclusive protocols guarantee visible results.
Replenished, healthy, transformed skin.
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SAUNA
Sauna bathing is an ideal way to recharge your batteries. The alternation between pleasant
heat and the final cooling down strengthens the immune system and the circulation. In
short: Your whole metabolism works at its highest level. Sauna bathing cares for your skin
brings your mind and body to balance. Temperatures of 75-100°C, 3%-15% humidity.
Please place towels on the seat and lying surface as a base for your body and feet.

SANARIUM®

Heat
experiences

SANARIUM® offers an ideal alternative to too hot or too dry saunas. At a temperature of
approximately 60°C and a controlled humidity of up to 55 %, you will find a particularly
gentle and low-irritant climate for relaxation and well-being. SANARIUM® can lower high
blood pressure and alleviate circulatory disorders. All in all, SANARIUM® has been shown
to have a positive influence on the immune system.
Please place towels on the seat and lying surface as a base for your body and feet.

STEAMBATH
The hot steam is particularly healthy for respiratory diseases and rheumatic complaints.
And those who value beautiful skin have long appreciated the moist warmth of the steam
bath. It promotes blood circulation and cleanses and revitalises the skin. Temperatures
between 43 - 46°C and the relative humidity of 100% are ideal for relaxing.
Please place towels on the seat and lying surface as a base for your body and feet.

EXPERIENCE SHOWER WALK
By combining different water effects with aroma’s and special features such as tropical
rain, mist, cold waterfall, sound and lighting, makes this a journey of experiences that
stimulates all your senses.

ICE LOUNGE
Heat experience cabin have a widening effect on the blood vessels while cold experiences
do the opposite. The blood vessels contract and the muscles tighten. This is a fantastic
blood circulation training and a youth fountain for our skin. A sensational feeling of
stimulation and relaxation. The cool air is positive for the respiratory tract. The ice lounge
with its fresh air of approx. 15°C ambient temperature is a fantastic way to cool down and
relax after the Sauna or a hot day.

FOOT BATH
The blood circulation of the whole body is stimulated and improved by warm and cold
stimulus. Our skin and blood vessels widen and the blood circulation increases during
Sauna bathing. The cold makes the vessels, which were widening during the heat of Sauna,
contract quickly. But due to this effect more heat stays within the body and cannot escape
from the body. Once again to stimulate the vessels to widen, we enable them to radiate
more of the accumulated heat by a warm ankle foot bath.
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FLOAT SPA
Floating is a unique wellness practice which encourages a deep level of relaxation
through complete sensory deprivation. Suspended in a body-temperature Epsom (MgSO₄)
salt water solution, the client floats quietly in an environment completely free from all
external stimuli such as light, sound, smell and touch. Similar to meditation, massage
therapy and yoga, the mind is encouraged to seek "Alpha" and "Theta" brainwave states
thus beginning to restore balance (homeostasis) of the mind & body. It is said that 1
hour of floating is the equivalent of 4 hours of sleep.
The FloatSPA pod creates an atmosphere free of stimulus, resulting in a complete physical
and mental unwinding experience. The effects of sensory deprivation REST treatments
are similar to those experienced by the thousands of yearly medical travellers who visit
the Dead Sea for its healing attributes.

Float spa
treatment
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The body's joints and muscles are allowed to fully release all tension without the strains
from pressure and gravity. Similarly, the mind is freed from external sensory stimuli,
thereby finally allowed to relax and enter a meditative and rejuvenating state of calm
and tranquillity.
Some of the wellness benefits include: improvable spinal ailments, helps with female
fertility, increases magnesium absorption, fights insomnia, addiction, beneficial for
expecting mothers, reduces muscle aches and pains, reduces inflammation in joints,
fights anxiety and depression, boosts immune system.
Floating Session

30min / € 40

Floating Session

60min / € 65

Floating Session

90min / € 85
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Coral Spa Journey

		

2hrs 20min / €165

A beginning to an impeccable journey starts off with a selection of heat facilities in
order to prepare you for this leisurely experience. To continue your journey, a float spa
session, in our state-of-the-art FloatSpa pod will induce a deeper level of relaxation
to both the mind and body like never before. But we are not finished yet, to complete
the Coral Spa Journey you will experience the Cinq Monde full body, Oriental Massage
infused with Argan scents, as well as the Ritual De Fleurs express facial to hydrate and
brighten the skin. A signature treatment that is well worth a try!

Facials
Ritual Fleurs de Bali - Face care & massage

30min / € 65

Enjoy the delicate scents of tropical flowers in this “express radiance” treatment inspired
by Balinese Beauty Rituals and discover its beneficial effects of skin cleansing, wellbeing
and beauty. Includes a skin diagnosis.

Bali Flowers & Fruit Ritual - Skin renewal Facial

50min / € 80

Deep cleansing treatment, skin perfecter and “radiance booster” inspired of Balinese
beauty rituals. Take full advantage of the beneficial effects of active ingredients provided
by natural tropical flowers and fruit acids (AHAs) to restore, purify and smooth the skin
for a radiant complexion.

Ko-Bi-Do - Lifting & Plumping Facial

50min / € 80

This manual anti-wrinkle facial from the ancestral Japanese Ko Bi Do Ritual is associated
with a unique anti-ageing active complex. Enjoy this holistic approach to lift and tonify
your facial contours and effectively renew smooth and plump lines on the face and
neckline.

Supreme Ko-Bi-Do Anti-age Facial

80min / € 120

This “anti-ageing” facial, manual anti-wrinkle treatment from the Japanese Ko Bi Do
ritual paired with a regenerating mask, deeply works on wrinkles, firmness and dewy
complexion and focuses on eye contour, lips, neckline and arms. Skin feels soft and
youthful, and the spirit and mind very restful. A draining lymphatic massage made with
jade roller Ridoki completes the detoxifying effect. Treatment closes with application of
Geto Supreme Premium regenerating cream.
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Born from the medical tradition passed down by the Valmont Clinic,
Valmont professional treatments exemplify the brand’s aesthetic
expertise: the crowning glory of the crowned “V.”
A stimulating testimonial to 35 years of savoir-faire for the cells
and tissues: the cells reap the benefits of singularly effective
extracts boasting perfect biomimicry with the skin, while the
tissues revel in the most specialized modeling methods, all coming
together for visible results.
Structured around the butterfly motion, a sequence of signature
application gestures, Valmont treatments are instantly recognizable.
Orchestrated with choreographic precision, they guide the skin’s
metamorphosis to absolute beauty: #valmontskin. The skin is
visibly transformed: radiant and re-plumped, fresh and glowing, it
arouses admiration and covetous gazes.
These exclusive treatment protocols ensure immediate
effectiveness for each new cosmetic product line developed
Valmont Cosmetics.
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FACIALS
Hydration ritual - Hydration of the Bisses

90 min / € 180

The Hydration of the Bisses treatment is a precise massage focused on the lymphatic
system. Each gesture is performed with millimetric precision thanks to the H2O BOOST
concentrate. This ultra-potent massage serum propels its mixture of triple DNA, hyaluronic
acid and moisturizing ingredients deep into the skin. To ensure long-lasting results, the
iconic REGENERATING MASK TREATMENT collagen veil releases its magical essence.
To round out this cutting-edge program, a targeted succession of products steeps the
skin in moisturizing and anti-aging ingredients. Hydrating foundation, serum, cream,
therapeutic care for the neck and the area around the eyes.

Energy Ritual - Energy of the Glaciers

90 min / € 180

The Energy of the Glaciers treatment is a precise massage focused on the circulatory
system, and particularly the arterial network. It is a stimulating massage intended to
supply the complexion with oxygen- and nutrient-rich blood. The main movements
include vigorous kneading, deep pressure, pinch-and-lift techniques, and deep
smoothing motions. Each gesture is performed with millimetric precision thanks to
the VITAL BOOST concentrate. This ultra-potent massage serum propels its mixture of
oxygenating nasturtium flower and energizing ginseng deep into the skin. To ensure
long-lasting results, the iconic REGENERATING MASK TREATMENT collagen veil releases
its magical essence while the beautician massages the shoulders with supremely relaxing
strokes. The pinnacle of skin transformation!
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Anti-wrinkle lifting ritual - Lift from the Peaks

90 min / € 180

The Lift from the Peaks treatment is a precise massage focused on the fascia. Enhancing
fascia mobility helps to release muscle knots in the face for a lifting effect. This fascia
therapy-based treatment involves a slow, deep-tissue massage to alleviate tension..
Each gesture is performed with millimetric precision thanks to the LIFT BOOST
concentrate. This ultra-potent massage serum smooths wrinkles with its cocktail of snail
mucus, hyaluronic acid and tensing oat sugar. To ensure long-lasting results, the iconic
REGENERATING MASK TREATMENT collagen veil releases its magical essence while the
beautician massages the shoulders with supremely relaxing strokes.
To round out this cutting-edge program, a targeted succession of products steeps the
skin in lifting and tensing ingredients. Hydrating foundation, serum, cream, therapeutic
care for the neck and the area around the eyes.

Youthful eye treatment - Reflexion on a Frozen Lake

60 min / € 120

A comprehensive and targeted treatment to eliminate fine lines, shadows, bags and
swelling. A dazzling, youthful gaze to be admired a new.
Thorough makeup removal sets the stage for highly effective to counter po The treatment
attacks bags and dark shadows through a precise sequence of 14 reflexology pressure
points and lymphatic draining massage around the eyes area. Finally, before applying
the protective treatments, a collagen mask specifically designed for the sensitive area
around the eyes rejuvenates the gaze while soothing the skin.
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Massage Journeys
Relaxing Oriental Massage Ritual

30min / 1h - € 65 / € 80

A genuine art of living massage that works on the entire body using delicately perfumed
hot Argan oil. The expert hands of the massage therapist work on tender knots and
tensions to eliminate toxins and muscle pains while promoting a state of pure wellness.

Tonifying Indian Ayurvedic Massage Ritual

60mn / 90mn - € 85 / € 110

This hot oil tonifying massage, from the millennia old Indian tradition, relies on a
combination of invigorating strokes. Enjoy the vanilla and cardamom fragrances of this
treatment that helps to relieve muscles, encourages sound sleep and leaves skin silkysoft.

Soothing French-Polynesia Massage Ritual

60min / 90mn- € 95 / € 120

A body massage treatment inherited from The Polynesian healers and inspired by LomiLomi, which uses deep pressure from the therapist’s forearms and long continuous
movements. Tiare flower notes accompany you all along this blissful experience of
instant relief.

Enveloping Balinese Massage Ritual

60mn / € 95

Immerse in a world of tranquility performed with a traditional Tropical Nuts Melting
balm according to an ancestral Ritual massage from Bali. This escape includes gentle
Thai pulling and traditional stretching movements. Pleasant surprising head massage in
a towel.

Cinq Mondes scrub collection

30mn/ € 65

Choose between Energizing Aromatic Scrub with Spices, Sublime scrub with tiaré and
monoï, or Purée de Papaye, or Black Soap Beldi, the scrub that best fits your mood to get
rid of dead cells and agreeably complete any massage experience.
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Ayurvedic Tradition
Indian Head massage

30min / € 65

Discover the virtues of this deeply relaxing massage. By focusing on the back, nape
and shoulder blades, this treatment releases built-up tension providing a feeling of
wellbeing and total relaxation

Indian Leg massage						

30min / € 65

To get rid of sensation of “heavy legs”, this draining, toning and circulatory improving
massage of the leg muscles from an Ayurvedic tradition, allows to regain vitality and
lightness.

Indian Slimming treatment - Drain & Detox

60min / € 95

A thousand-year-old slimming treatment that fights against water retention on the
lower legs, thighs and ankles. This treatment is preceded by a warm body wrap to detox
the skin and optimize the effects of active ingredients such as ginger and Lipocare®
(a patented active ingredient that decongests skin tissue).
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Beauty Rituals of the World
Spa packages

Traditional Oriental Ritual

2h 30min / € 190

Stay Spa Package

We start off with an Aromatic Steam Bath to prepare the skin and continue with Cinq
Monde’s Beldi Black Soap, eliminating dead skin cells thanks to the Kassa Glove. We
continue this exquisite ritual with a Purifying Detox Treatment called the “Rhassoul
Wrap”, from North Africa and finish off with a Relaxing Oriental Massage Journey.

Sublime Ritual from Polynesia

2h / € 160

Sublime Scrub with Tahitian Monoï, and Relieving Sublime Polynesian Massage. A 90min
full body massage, inspired of Lomi-Lomi tradition, insists on the back with deep moves
of forearms, includes hot stones and a specific relaxing massage of face & scalp. The
perfect treat for summer.

Sensorial Journey discovery
4 days / 350€
A guided tour in the Beauty Rituals of the World® by Cinq Mondes, full
of quality, ceremony and authenticity. Free entrance to the Wet spa area
for a maximum wellness benefit.

• Day 1

Relaxing North-African Massage Ritual 		

60min

• Day 2

Energizing Aromatic scrub & Ritual Fleurs de Bali

60min

• Day 3 Tonifying Indian Ayurvedic
Energetic Ayurveda Ritual

2h / € 170

Bengalore Aromatic Bath or hammam, Energizing Aromatic scrub with spices to soothe
tired muscles, Indian Ayurvedic Massage Ritual to refill with energy thanks to a specific
technique of alternated quick and slow movements and a variety of heating strokes.

Honeymooners Spa Ritual

• Day 4

Massage Ritual		

60min

Enveloping Balinese Massage Ritual			
or Ko-Bi-Do facial		

60min

for two persons, 2h 30min / € 370

Experience an extraordinary pampering ritual for body, mind and senses in our double
treatment room

•
•
•
•

Siam aromatic bath or hammam

20min

Purée de Papaye scrub 		

20min

Enveloping Balinese Massage Ritual 60min
RITUAL Fleurs de Bali facial 		
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30min
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Hands & Feet

Beauty Touches

Hair Treatments

Make Up

Shampoo and Blow Dry

Gel Nails polish

€40

Soft Gel Removal

€10

Nail Fix (each)

€10

Manicure

€30

File & Varnish

€15

Eyes

French Manicure

€35

Eyebrow Tint

€10

French File & Varnish

€20

Eyelash Tint

€15

File & Varnish Essie Couture

€25

Eyelash & Eyebrow Tint

€20

Little Lady Little Polish

€10

Eyebrow Shape

€10

Dry Pedicure

€45

Waxing

Dry Pedicure with Gel

€50

Half Legs

€20

Deluxe Pedicure

€55

Full Legs

€28

Deluxe Pedicure with Gel

€60

Bikini Wax

€15

Men's Dry Pedicure

€50

Under Arm

€10

Men's Deluxe Pedicure

€60

Arms

€15

Make - Up

€40

Short hair

Bridal Make-Up (inc trial)

€90

Medium / Long Hair

Upper Lip
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€6

Highlights / Lowlights

€20
€25/30

Long Hair

€80

Medium Hair

€60

Short Hair

€50		

Wash & Set

€25

Evening Hair Styles

Almond Oil Hair Mask

€15

Bride Hair Style (including trial)

Kerastase Hair Treatment

€25

Hair Up

€40

Kerastase Hair Treatment with Booster €30

Bridal Hair Style

€85		

Hair Treatment with 15 Minute

Ladies Hair Cut

Relaxing Head and Shoulder Massage €50

Hair Dying
Long Hair

€60

Medium Hair

€50

Short Hair

€40

Roots Only

€30

Belayage / Ombre
Long Hair

€80

Medium Hair

€60

Short Hair

€50

€100

Style

€25

Trim

€20

Haircut & Blow Dry

€40		

Gents Hair Cut
Hair Cut

€18

Quick Trim

€10		

For Children
Hair Up

€25

Hair Cut

€15

Hair Cut & Blowdry

€20
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SPA ETIQUETTE
To ensure the comfort, safety and relaxation of all our guests,
we kindly ask you to respect the following guidelines at all times:
Arrive early

Payment and Prices

We recommend arriving at least half an hour prior to your appointment to allow for check-in, and
to complete our Health and Lifestyle questionnaire. If you are late for your appointment, your
service will still end as scheduled so that our next guest may begin their treatment on time.

Payments are accepted in cash, credit card or can be charged to your room. Coral Spa reserves
the right to modify its prices or services without prior notice.

Attire

Lockers are provided for your personal belongings. We regret that we cannot be held
responsible for lost or damaged items. It is advisable not to bring any valuables to the Spa.

Robes, towels, slippers are provided and should be worn in all common areas. Swimwear must be
worn throughout the spa and heat experience area. Disposable underwear is provided for certain
treatments. We operate a strict draping policy for your privacy. Please place all used towels in
the baskets provided.
Cancellations and no-shows

Please inform the Spa of any cancellation or rescheduling of your appointment at least 5 hours
in advance, otherwise a 50% cancellation fee will be charged. No shows will be charged the full
amount of the treatment
Children

Spa services and amenities are not available to children younger than 15 years old. Children
aged 16 to 17 must be accompanied by a paying adult (maximum two children per adult) and be
supervised at all times. Guests must be 18 years or older to use the heat experiences.
Food & Drink

Food and alcoholic beverages are not permitted in the heat facility area. Selected complimentary
refreshments are available in the Spa Lounge for eligible guests.
Facilities use

Coral Spa Day Passes are available to purchase for use of the spa facilities, including the heat
experiences, spa lounge, gym and changing facilities. All spa treatments of 55 min or more*
include complimentary access to the heat experiences for 1 hour prior to your treatment time.
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Personal Belongings

Pregnancy

Please inform the staff if you are pregnant, or think you could be pregnant, prior to scheduling
your treatment.
Quiet Policy

Coral Spa operates a quiet policy to maximise relaxation for all. Guests are requested to keep
noise to a minimum throughout the spa. To respect a peaceful experience for everyone, it is
advised not to use mobile phones and to be placed on silent mode.
Smoking

Coral Spa operates a strict non-smoking policy in all areas.
Heat Experiences

For your comfort and safety, please read and respect the safety information displayed outside
each thermal cabin, and shower between use of the different facilities. Make sure you drink
plenty of water to rehydrate your body during and after your session. Please do not use oils
or other products in the thermal cabins. Please place all used towels in the baskets provided.

Nissi Avenue P.O.Box 30029 5340 Ayia Napa, Cyprus
T: +357-23840000, F: +357-23721274, E: adams@adams.com.cy
www.adams.com.cy
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